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The video to this transcript can be found on our YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0RVai_3hFfJ75juEEcwNog/videos    

 

visitor to our video channel, after listening to Video 185, left some 

good questions in the comment section. We’d like to address those 

questions in a separate video instead of answering them on the 

YouTube page, so that’s what we will do.  

But before we start, we’d also like to announce that from this video and 

on, we will start a new video series, which will be presented at the end 

of each video, after my narration stops. Just like a TV show, this series 

will be presented in episodes, where each episode is about three 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0RVai_3hFfJ75juEEcwNog/videos
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minutes long to be continued in the next video, and so forth. When one 

series has ended, we will start a new one on another topic. This, our 

first series, is called, “Our Origins” and will cover the creation of 

Tiamaat, life on Tiamaat, the Alien Invasion, and will end with 

En.ki/EA terraforming the new construct, the EArth. We hope you will 

enjoy. Now, let’s continue with the main topics for this video. The 

visitor’s questions have been slightly modified to fit this medium 

better, but the context has not been changed.   

QUESTION 1: Are OBEs required to enhance our chances of exiting the 

Patrix or is this just an element for those interested? I think it really 

gets confusing when we consider that our "bodies" don't exist. Our 

Awareness, our flames and spirit aren't our Patrix body, Synthetic Soul 

Body, Astral Body, Causal Body, Mental Body or Etheric Body. So, what 

"body" are we getting "out of"? Or is OBE more of a metaphor of 

awareness not being defined or confined by the Patrix, or at least our 

anchor point in the illusion of our Physical body? 

ANSWER: We don’t consider Out of Body Experiences (OBEs) necessary 

for our development, although they can be beneficial. If we have them 

a few times, we lose the fear of death—we know firsthand who we are, 

and that “death” is not something to dread or fear. And by the way, one 

of our biggest fear when it comes to death is that we lose our 

attachments. 

In OBEs, we also get the hang of how it works not to have a physical 

body. We learn how to travel with thought (nano-travel). Like we’ve 

mentioned before, we are more dead here in 3-D than when we are 

“physically dead,” so to speak. Without the burden of the body, we can 

start living again. As usual, everything in the Patrix is inverted.  
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Our 3-D bodies DO exist. They are a projection and creation of our soul 

energy. The illusion does not rest on whether or not they are real. The 

illusion rests on our belief that they are solid and fixed, and that they 

are separate from our nonphysical aspects. They’re intimately 

connected. There is an underlying belief that a thing, whether a living 

being or an object, need to either be physical or nonphysical. All things 

are BOTH. In fact, there is no difference in physical and nonphysical 

(spiritual). One is simply more perceivable in this construct than the 

other, and that is because of where our focus is trained. In truth, both 

are always present.   

Our physical body is just a solid manifestation of our etheric body (i.e. 

the blueprint), and the etheric body AND the physical body ultimately 

get their shapes and forms from the soul’s genuine Avatar. The physical 

is just the soul’s manifestation of her thoughts—another 

perspective/dimension of self. We have simply been manipulated into 

believing that these solid bodies are separate from us.  

There are many other realities in the Greater Universe that are just as 

physical as ours, and to participate in those, one must also have a 

physical body-vehicle. It may be a different shape, but still very much 

physical.  

If we can grasp how creation works, we could use our physical bodies 

as an example. Our bodies are composed of trillions of “soul fires” 

which are nonphysical building blocks. The physical expression or 

counterpart of those fires would be the living cells that make up the 

physical body. The individual fires could be compared to the “soul” of 

the individual cells, in other words. 

What you think of yourself, your emotional well-being, and the quality 

of those fires determines what type of physical cells will be expressed. 
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If you are “soul sick” then you will also be “physically sick”. One is 

inherently connected to the other. Just as the genetic code for the 

entire physical body is represented in one living cell, the entire soul 

make-up is contained in each individual soul fire.  

It takes A LOT of concentration to keep our focus entirely trained on 

this physical body and this physical reality. If we are not concentrating 

on our physical body or our physical environment, we automatically 

operate with more nonphysical awareness. This happens mostly when 

we sleep. When a physical body goes to sleep, the consciousness no 

longer needs to focus on the needs or desires/distractions of the 

physical body and is automatically released to focus on other areas.  

Think about it…we often are unable to sleep due to distractions, either 

because of health issues or thoughts about something having to do 

with our physical life (money, relationships, obligations, etc.). These 

things keep our focus on the physical body and the physical 

experience, only. When we are able to turn our focus away from these 

things, we automatically let go of the physical body and allow it to 

sleep. Our consciousness is then able to focus on something OTHER 

than the physical experience and that is most often the nonphysical 

realms of creation, such as in dreamtime.  

Everyone goes “out of body” when they sleep. No exceptions. However, 

is it necessary to practice intentional out of body training? No. You can 

certainly gain a higher perspective of your reality and yourself when 

you do this (see the video 186 on Dimensions). If one wants to practice 

it, there is no harm to do it. Like we said, we all do it every time we go 

to sleep. If it were harmful, then sleep would be dangerous, and we all 

know it is not. If you want to explore more of the nonphysical aspects 

of yourself, then go for it! Becoming familiar with nonphysical 
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awareness may be beneficial in preventing any confusion after death, 

so it could be helpful, but is not required. 

So, we could say the physical body is the anchor point—yes. It’s a 

solidification of the etheric body, which is part of the artificial soul, 

which is held together with technology and our own beliefs. The 

different Patrix non-physical bodies are En.ki’s construction, and 

those were the bodies that he lured us into, so to speak, but we were 

the ones who made this reality solid—with some good “assistance” 

from the manipulative Overlords. When we exit, we shed all these 

non-corporeal bodies, except our genuine Avatar, which is the genuine 

soul-fire complex that you perceive as YOU.  

QUESTION 2: Is the OBE a non-corporeal experience of the Patrix, or is 

it an extra-Patrix awareness (outside the Grid) or both or neither? 

Before the OBE information, you talked about our soul splinters and 

how the different bodies in different timelines affect each other. If I 

were to somehow achieve an OBE, do they get brought along or have 

their own OBE's as a consequence? If it is true that my future and past 

splinters are impacting me, they must all really be struggling. I feel like 

I'm dragging them all through my own timeline. 

ANSWER: We would say it’s a non-corporeal phenomenon. The 

genuine soul will leave the solid 3-D environment, enter the etheric 

body layer (which is of the Patrix)—a blueprint for the 3-D body. That’s 

the body we’re usually in when we’re dreaming and during our first 

OBEs. We usually still think we’re in the physical environment because 

things look the same, except perhaps from some colors that differ. 

Then, with practice, we can go into your astral body and start leaving 

the Earth environment and experience the “non-physical” realms in 

the astral. The astral is still the KHAA, but En.ki has encapsulated what 
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we consider being a restricted area of the KHAA, which we call the 

Patrix.  

However, the restrictions we think we have in the astral is also a 

paradox. Because everything is ultimately happening in our minds, we 

are living in a mind-prison. The astral can appear as infinite as the 

KHAA to some—it’s a paradox and an oxymoron (a finite infinite). You 

can move fairly freely in the astral, but you’re still connected to your 

artificial body layers, including your 3-D body, through the silver cord. 

In other words, you, the soul, is experiencing the KHAA, but within 

limits. Not until you leave the Construct through death will you get rid 

of all the Patrix bodies you mentioned in your question. Left is only the 

genuine soul, who forms the genuine Avatar/light-body. 

Do all your own soul aspects or personalities come with you in an OBE? 

It is possible to meet some of them, but it is not a guarantee, from what 

we understand. In a sense, you ARE dragging all our soul aspects 

through your own timeline. They are only struggling if you are. They 

ARE you. 

QUESTION 3: You are talking about "advanced souls" and their 

persistence in getting us to come with them. Is this inside the Grid 

after we die, outside the Grid, or in our Faktrix Bodies before we die? 

ANSWER: It’s inside the Grid. These advanced humans are as trapped 

as we are—they are just in a slightly different dimension, but still 

being heavily manipulated. And as we discussed in the previous video 

number 186—dimensions and perspectives are synonymous.  

We will just call these advanced human souls “guides” since that is 

essentially what they are. We can have contact from guides while we 

are alive. We will certainly encounter them after death, if not 
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immediately, then very soon after. We can also encounter them if we 

go exploring in the nonphysical realms during out of body experiences. 

All of these are firmly within the Faktrix, as you call it. They will not 

be monsters or scary demon types. They will most likely look human 

to you, and many of them will present themselves to you as something 

you will find comforting, such as loved ones, extremely wise 

personalities, or religious figures such as angels. This is completely 

dependent on each individual’s expectations. Their job is to make you 

feel as comfortable as possible while showing you the way to the 

tunnel of light.  

It is possible that a guide will make itself known to you at some point 

in your physical life so that you will “remember” and they will feel 

familiar to you when you meet them again after your death. A reunion 

of this type is common. Once we pass through the tunnel, we may 

encounter beings of a totally different nature and they are not all 

necessarily human. We do not know if we will be met once we’re 

outside of the Grid.  

QUESTION 4: From my point of view, "belief" is a reaction to Amnesia. 

If we don't know something, then we need to pretend we know 

something (belief). Some people can make the distinction between 

knowledge and belief, but in general I think of belief as a placeholder 

for Knowledge and Knowledge is just a whisper of Wisdom. [What are 

your thoughts?] 

ANSWER: Yes, it’s a survival mechanism. We are ignorant and do our 

best to survive. Beliefs are not bad, so long as they stay being 

placeholders for wisdom. Unfortunately, people get stuck in their 

beliefs and force them on others, as well, and the beliefs themselves 

becomes considered wisdom. Thus, we never find wisdom—only an 
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illusion thereof. Not until we let our beliefs become fluid 

(placeholders), and we are willing to discard them when they no longer 

benefit us, can we obtain wisdom. Wisdom is to have the bravery to be 

wrong. 

QUESTION 5: Interestingly enough, I did have memories and 

awareness of another time, other people when I was young (like before 

8 years old). So, I wonder if the Amnesia isn't perfect or there are clever 

ways to keep a little of your self even after the reincarnation blank 

slating of awareness outside your own timeline, specific incarnation 

specific soul fragment? 

ANSWER: The amnesia is not perfect, and the Overlords know that. 

This is why they need to constantly manipulate us into adopting 

THEIR way of thinking. They do that through media and “education” 

to name two things, and from the day we are born, we are getting 

indoctrinated by parents and others—all having been indoctrinated in 

their turn. So, we program each other all the time. 

Like you are saying, each soul splinter/soul aspect, incarnated in 

different time periods simultaneously, have their own artificial soul, 

but we are connected with our other aspects, although the amnesia 

and the intense focus we have on our immediate life, it makes it 

difficult to consciously communicate with our other aspects. Still, we 

ARE connecting without knowing it—some of our thoughts might 

very well come from these other soul aspects. And we do affect each 

other across the lines of time. 

While we aren’t supposed to keep specific memory from incarnation 

to incarnation, we DO retain our level of conscious development. It is 

very likely that some memories manage to leak through, as well. The 

more we develop our own consciousness, the less reliably their 
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technology is able to affect us. If there is something we can 

intentionally do to hold on to our memory from one incarnation to the 

next, we don’t know. We don’t plan on trying to find out.  

QUESTION 6: If Sophia/the Queen of Orion is our Oversoul, does that 

somehow make us related to the rest of the Ogdoad? Does she have an 

Oversoul? 

ANSWER: The Queen, from what we understand, does not have an 

Oversoul aside from Spirit Herself (The Divine Feminine/Source). She 

is a direct manifestation of the Divine Feminine as a soul in the 

different universes. In other word, the Queen is splitting Herself, as 

well. We humans are soul splinters of the Queen, and the Queen exists 

in ALL universes, too. 

QUESTION 7: There is a state between being Reactive and Proactive 

which is No-Active. In a sense, both reaction and pro-action are part of 

a duality model. There is nothing you can do in the Patrix by action or 

reaction that will release you except to being committed to accepting 

the falseness of the "world" you perceive and being committed to 

exiting the Grid as soon as you are able to choose that for yourself. 

ANSWER: Both action and reaction lead to interaction because 

whatever we do, it will directly or indirectly affect others because we 

are all connected. To take action, or being pro-active doesn’t need to be 

negative because it can eventually lead to getting out of here. Action 

can also be interchangeable with responsibility, i.e. we take action in 

form of responsibility for our situation and work on getting out of 

here. No-action is also an action in this Construct because it’s based on 

a decision not to act, and that, too, is an act and has consequences. No-

action is the same as being a static, if no-action is our constant no-

response to every situation. But so long as we are in this Universe, no-
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action can’t be obtained continuously, unless we want to be a statue, 

and then no-action means not participating. We can choose not to 

participate in certain things, but we can’t make it a rule because sooner 

or later we need to act or someone is going to act toward or against us. 

Even breathing is an action.  

We could expand on this concept and say that everything in our 

Universe is based on action or reaction. We are within an area of 

creation which is composed of and fabricated on the concept of energy 

in motion or chaos/unpredictability. Nothing is completely still and 

even the decision to do nothing is still a decision. Thoughts are 

included in this energy in motion Universe, and so to remain perfectly 

non-moving, with regards to vibration and energy, it would mean to 

return to a state of NO THOUGHT, which is the zero point of reference 

out of which all things emanate. To have no thought is to not exist in 

this Universe or to not have consciousness/awareness, this applies 

both to our construct AND to the Greater Universe, or the KHAA. 

People seem to think that duality is so bad because we have been sold a 

mixed bag of misinformation about this concept. We would say that 

this depends upon a person’s perspective. In a Universe that requires 

movement or chaos for creation, couldn’t duality represent the means 

by which motion is introduced? We are all either moving away from 

or toward what we want to create. If we are sitting still, are we creating 

anything?  

We hope this has been helpful for our visitor and for others who have 

listened to this video. Have a wonderful day—we’ll talk to you soon! 

 

 


